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A BSTR A CT The Parsons Institute for Information
Mapping (PIIM) and Luca Nitschke, a visiting scholar
from Aalborg University, Denmark, conducted a
collaboration project in which a series of information
graphics were developed regarding conditions of use
for available bike-sharing programs. The program was
limited to selected cities within the United States. Those
who access the results of this effort, presented in the
formats of both poster(s) and interactive models, will be
able to quickly learn and compare the select programs,
analyze causalities of certain conditions, and project how
certain problems can be solved. In order to develop these
tools the team obtained data across multiple vectors,
created standards based on analyzing the data, and
created a resultant “scoring system” that could be
universally applied. These uniform metrics were then
visualized in order to convey the findings and rendered
through the poster and interactive formats. This article
includes the process of what the team went through
to achieve the goals, the article focuses on the research
methods and design.
I N TR O D U CTI O N

The Parsons Institute for Information Mapping (PIIM)
is a research, development, and professional services
facility within The New School, New York City. PIIM’s
mission is to advance the field of Knowledge Visualization
through academic, NGO, government-partnership
and industry-partnership pursuits. In the Fall of 2014,
staff of PIIM initiated a collaboration project with
Luca Nitschke, a research fellow and a master’s degree
student attending Aalborg University, Denmark. The team
chose to create infographics which enable comprehensive
comparison of quality and conditions of urban bike-sharing
programs within the United States. The objective was
to investigate bike-sharing programs across multiple
cities of the US and present the outcomes through
a poster, as well as web interface. Jihoon Kang, Associate
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212 229 6825
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Director of PIIM, served as the project lead and art
director; Luca Nitschke led data collection and analysis;
Janet Chan, a BFA candidate of Parsons School of Design
served as a designer within the team.
ME T HO D O LO GY

The impetus for this project grew out of the desire
to understand parameters regarding the Citi Bike
bike-sharing system in New York City. To set up
a baseline by which to consider such metrics an approach
was developed to compare the bike-sharing programs
across eleven US cities. The intent was to create a standard
to initiate comparison for improvement, and to provide
reference for public debate. This initial idea progressed
during our brainstorming sessions respecting the
presented outcome of analysis and comparison through
five category ranges of US bike-sharing systems and
their characteristics. Those meetings formed the central
part of project development and entailed the discussion
of useful and feasible data to collect, which cities will
be included, as well as the actual data analysis and
scoring process.
In addition to Citi Bike in New York City (NY)
we chose ten other systems across the United States
for our analysis. The full list included: Divvy in Chicago
(IL), Capital Bikeshare in Washington, D.C., Hubway
in Boston (MA), Denver B-cycle in Denver (CO), NiceRide
Minnesota in Minneapolis (MN), Bay Area Bike Share
in the San Francisco Bay Area (CA), Austin B-cycle in
Austin (TX), Houston B-cycle in Houston (TX), CoGo
Bike Share in Columbus (OH), and Bike Chattanooga
in Chattanooga (TN).
In order to provide a comparative overview of the
bike-sharing landscape in the United States, parameters
were created that could be applied to cities that had
bike-share systems that vary greatly in range of size
and areas serviced. We included small systems (Houston,
Chattanooga, Columbus, and Austin), medium
sized systems (San Francisco, Denver, Boston, and
Minneapolis) and large systems (Chicago, Washington,
and New York City). An important factor regarding
the choice of a system was that we set a minimum time
of operation, one year, as a bar to inclusion. This allowed
us to be assured of a year’s worth of data. Additionally,
the sufficiency and availability of data was another
criteria for selection.
Our selection includes some of the oldest systems
in the US (Washington, Minneapolis, and Denver), and
also quite recently opened systems (Austin, Columbus,
Chicago, New York City, and San Francisco). This
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Bike sharing programs
in Select U.S. Cities

This poster is one result of a research visit by Luca Nitschke at the Parsons
Institute for Information Mapping (PIIM). The topic of bike sharing grew
out of personal interest of the involved people as well as out of the
actuality of the topic in public media and urban mobility. In comparison
little scientific work has been done on bike sharing and especially a direct
comparison of different systems in the United States is a novelty. New York
City as the location of PIIM and the heavily debated CitiBike bike share
system with recent negative press presented a fruitful background and
opportunity for this project.

SCORING SYSTEM
With the obtained data we developed a scoring system allowing us a
relational comparison of the different systems. We scored every system
in five categories from one (lowest score) to ten (highest score). The five
categories and their determining factor(s) and/or metric(s) are:

Data collection

Characteristic

Determining Factor(s)/Metric(s)

System size

Number of inhabitants per bike

Cost

Annual membership fee per station;
annual membership fee per system mi2

Convenience

Stations per system mi ; bike per station

System Area

System area

Activity

Trips per bike per day

2

* For a more detailed description of our methodology please visit: http://piim.newschool.edu/bikes

start date: 12.21.2013

San Francisco Bay Area, CA

SCALE
Stations
43

Stations
70

Annual Members
1,200
Stations/mi2
5.1

Annual Membership Cost
$80.00

Cost/mi
$9.41

Low station density

Trips/day
411

Additional info
N/A

Inhabitant/bike
1,518

High station density

start date: 9.20.2010

Annual Membership Cost
$84.00

Low station density

Inhabitant/bike
1,401

Trips/day
7,921

Additional info
Includes Arlington, VA

Divvy Bikes

Most stations/mi2

Stations
300

Additional info
N/A

ACTIVITY

Low station density

Inhabitant/bike
9,760

Trips/day
6,849

Additional info
N/A

Cheap annual
membership

Additional info
N/A

Inhabitant/bike
916

Good inhabitants/
bike ratio

Minneapolis, MN

Annual Members
12,500
Stations/mi2
7.0

System Coverage (mi2)
30.6

Cost/mi2
$4.25

Annual Membership Cost
$65

Comparably small
system area

Additional info
N/A

Above average
usage

Annual Members
N/A
Stations/mi2
5.5

Cost/mi2
$2.12

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY
Inhabitant/bike
580

Bikes
1,500

COST

Annual Membership Cost
$85.00

Trips/day
226

Trips/day
913

Additional info
N/A

start date: 6.10.2010
Stations
170

COST

Trips/bike/day
1.0

Trips/bike/day
1.3

Comparably low
usage

SCALE
Bikes
1,300

System Coverage (mi2)
20.0

Cost/mi2
$18.09

Stations/mi2
11.1

Cost/mi2
$10.83

NiceRide Minnesota
Stations
140

Stations/mi2
8.1

Annual Members
4,023

ACTIVITY
Trips/day
219

SCALE

ACTIVITY
Trips/bike/day
2.3

Annual Membership Cost
$80.00

start date: 7.28.2011

boston, MA

Annual Members
N/A

Bikes
709

System Coverage (mi2)
7.4

Cost/mi2
$38.35

Hubway boston
Bikes
225

Annual Membership Cost
$65.00

Cost/mi2
$1.58

Stations/mi2
15.3

Trips/bike/day
0.7

Below average
usage

High station density

start date: 4.22.2010
Stations
82

COST

Inhabitant/bike
2,742

Trips/day
24,592

COST

Annual Membership Cost
$75

Annual Members
N/A

ACTIVITY
Trips/bike/day
4.1

System Coverage (mi2)
3.6

COST

Denver, cO
SCALE

Bikes
300

Annual Membership Cost
$75.00

Cost/mi2
$9.03

start date: 5.2.2012
Stations
29

Stations/mi2
6.3

*All maps are drawn to scale.

COST

Highest
membership cost

Houston, TX

Annual Members
23,105

Our assessment made visible, that CitiBike is the most active system in the
United States (and together with Hubway in Boston and Capital Bikeshare in
Washington D.C. has a comparable activity to European cities). For New York
City this high usage possibly can be explained through its large area of high
population density in Manhattan and Downtown Brooklyn with a big amount
of incoming commuters using CitiBike as a ‘last-mile’ for their commute
instead of a subway or cab ride. Another factor is the population of New York
City, having a big share of high educated, high earning, health conscious and
creative citizens, which are the groups supposed to be the first and most
frequent users of bike share systems. This mix of beneficial population
and physical structure of New York City made this immediate high activity
possible. Looking at recent trip data it is observable, however, that the
number of trips is lower in the second operational year, supposedly as a
consequence of low service quality, which is a characteristic we unfortunately
were not able to analyze due to a lack of available data.
Two weaker points of CitiBike are the area is covers and its size in
terms of bikes per inhabitants, which are also among the public critiques.
CitiBike will double its cover area within the next two years to span most of
Manhattan and more areas in Brooklyn and Queens. An important part of
public discussion is the comparably high annual membership price of now
$149. In our analysis we used relative cost measures, which show that for the
accessible area and number of stations CitiBike is still comparably affordable.
But arriving from a social justice perspective it has to be emphasized, that
this high price is a barrier for low-income New Yorkers to enter and benefit
from the system. Even within the reduced price for tenants in social housing
the requirement of a credit card out rules the participation of many citizens.

Denver B-cycle

System Coverage (mi2)
2.0

SCALE
Bikes
3,000

System Coverage (mi2)
47.5

Inhabitant/bike
906

Stations
30

Stations/mi2
19.7

Houston B-CYcle
start date: 8.29.2013
SCALE

Trips/day
205

Additional info
N/A

start date: 7.30.2013

Columbus, OH

Annual Members
89,286

ACTIVITY
Trips/bike/day
3.2

Trips/bike/day
0.7

Comparably
low usage

Findings

SCALE

Annual Membership Cost
$149.00

Cost/mi2
$1.34

ACTIVITY

Chicago, Il

Inhabitant/bike
578

Good inhabitants/
bike ratio

COST

COST

Large system area

start date: 5.27.2013
Bikes
6,000

System Coverage (mi2)
16.5

Stations/mi2
4.8

Stations/mi2
12.2

Cost/mi2
$28.68

CoGo Bike Share
Stations
325

Annual Members
50,000

Annual Members
1,300

ACTIVITY
Trips/day
1,000

Additional info
Includes Redwood City, CA,
Mountain View, CA and Palo
Alto, CA

SCALE
Bikes
2,500

System Coverage (mi2)
62.5

Largest system area

Cost/mi
$21.60

Trips/bike/day
1.4

Comparably high
cost/mi2

New York, NY

SCALE

Inhabitant/bike
349

Annual Membership Cost
$75.00

2

Citi Bike

Capital Bikeshare
Stations
300

System Coverage (mi2)
2.6

Stations/mi2
17.2

ACTIVITY
Trips/bike/day
1.0

Bikes
300

COST

Annual Membership Cost
$88

ACTIVITY

Washington, DC

Stations
32

Annual Members
5,861

COST
2

start date: 7.23.2012

Chattanoga, TN
SCALE

Bikes
700

System Coverage (mi2)
4.1

COST

Inhabitant/bike
2,214

start date: 8.29.2013

SCALE
Bikes
400

System Coverage (mi2)
8.5

Medium size
and cost

Bike Chattanooga

Bay Area Bike Share

Austin B-cycle
Austin, Tx

The data was collected through online research mainly via operator and bike
share systems websites and supplemented by several online grey literature
sources. Additionally we contacted the system operators for data we were
not able to find online or required in greater detail.

Trips/bike/day
3.2

Comparably low
station density

Trips/day
4,167

Additional info
Includes Cambridge, MA

© MMXV

Inhabitant/bike
463

Best inhabitants/
bike ratio

Below average
station density

Trips/bike/day
0.9

Trips/day
1,292

Additional info
Includes Saint Paul, MN

Credits/ Jihoon Kang: Project lead/art director Luca Nitschke: Research lead Janet Chan: Designer

Figure 1: The collaborative team set the goal of creating a poster and interactive presentation of infographics about urban
bike-sharing programs of the US.
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diversity is necessary to give a complete view on bike
sharing in the United States and portrays different steps
in the development and different types of bike sharing.
Unfortunately, the constraint of making our work
presentable on a poster that addresses each of the
specific issues for every city selected, meant that some
systems could not being considered, as every parameter
(data-wise) could not be ascertained.

Factor
Inhabitants per bike

Indicates the availability of bikes
and the systems convenience

Cost per station for
annual members

Indicates a relative usage cost

Cost per mi2 for
annual members

Indicates a relative
implementation cost

Number of stations
per mi2

Indicates the station coverage
and the accessibility of
the system throughout its area

Bike per station

Indicates the system’s size in
terms of actual trip generation,
and reception for each station

Trips per day
per bike

Indicator for system usage
and activity

D ATA CO LLEC TI O N

The data collection was carried out through an online
research and direct e-mail correspondence. The
online research concentrated on searching for available
open source data provided by the system owners
and operators on their respective websites. Other sources
for data were statements from the system owners and
operators through their official communication channels
(e.g. Facebook, Twitter), third-party blogs and websites
(e.g. online newspapers), as well as scientific and
governmental publications.
In principle, the online research aimed to collect
all possible available data. However, this was followed
up by direct contact of system operators and contractors
in order to fill in all the “missing” data. Of ten
contacted operators, five responded with all of the
requested data.
We then organized and processed the data in order
to make equivalent parameters for our analysis. Due to
not-insignificant differences in the availability of data
among different systems, and the fact that not every
system operators, or city authority, wished to share or
were able to provide data, we had to adjust our initial
categories. Another reason for not including some
variables in this analysis was the ambiguity of some data
regarding its collection and accuracy (e.g. miles travelled
and carbon offset).
Data sets which could be collected for every analyzed
system and which was chosen for the analysis were:
1) inhabitants of the respective city, 2) name of the system,
3) date of launch, 4) number of operating stations,
5) target number of bikes,6) membership cost for annual
and casual (one day) users, 7) service area in square
miles, 8) average trips per year/season and 9) average
trips per day.1, 2, 3, 4

PURPOSE

Figure 2: Determined factors for the analysis.
Characteristic

Determining factor/metric

System size

Number of inhabitants per bike

Costs

Annual membership fee
per station (50%);
Annual membership fee
per syspem mi2 (50%)

Convenience

Stations per system mi2 (50%);
Bikes per station (50%)

System area

System area

Activity

Trips per bike per day

Figure 3: Characteristics and their determining factor(s)
and/or metric(s).

S CO R I N G

In order to allow a readily-ascertained comparison
between the systems, a relational scoring system was
developed based on five key characteristics: 1) system size,
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Real Data

Ranges

Convenience 1
[stations/sqm]
5.1
7.0
12.2
6.3
15.3
11.1
8.1
5.5
19.7
17.2
4.8
42.1
19.3
31.5

score
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Score
Convenience 1
[stations/sqm]

Convenience 1
[stations/sqm]

>20
18-19.99
16.17.99
14-15.99
12-13.99
10-11.99
8-9.99
6-7.99
4-5.99
<4

2
3
6
3
7
5
4
2
9
8
2
10
9
10

Figure 4: Example showing the development of the scores. The ten score ranges are oriented at the existing data and
translate the obtained values into a relational score.
2) costs, 3) convenience, 4) system area and 5) activity.
In calculating these scores several steps had to be taken.
From the data above six actual factors were developed
(see Figure 2). These factors indicate different metrics
of the respective bike- sharing system and allow an
easier interpretation of the collected data for users of
our reporting outcomes.
Each characteristic was derived from one or two
of the above factors and/or system metrics as shown
in Figure 3. The scores for costs and convenience were
determined using two factors each, giving them equal
weight. In practice this lead to taking the average of
the two separately determined scores for each factor.
For determining the relational score for each
characteristic, the collected data and calculated factors
were divided into ten ranges and scored from one to
ten (see figure 4). The ranges were oriented against
themselves to form high/low ranges. In other words,
no “gold standards” were determined and no optimum
scores were created, as this would have brought us far
more subjective determinations.
D ESIG N A P PR O ACH AN D OUTCOM E S

The goal of this collaborative effort was to produce a poster
and web-based interactive presentation. Prior to the design
phase, we completed all prerequisite tasks, i.e., data
collection, data analysis, information classification, and
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scoring. The design team was then tasked to tell
compelling stories with the data and scores. In order to
keep the visual storytelling relevant and effective, we
first defined our primary target audiences. We thought
of the demographic group that might benefit the most
from consuming our presentations and representations
of the collected data. We decided to focus on two groups:
policy-makers and the actual bike renters. Continuing
our discussions (and debates), we decided to focus
primarily on informing those who rent bikes. From
this we established a primary target audience group:
20–30 year-old urban citizens with an emphasis on
active lifestyles.
V ISU A LIZIN G D ATA

The presentation was divided into two sections to keep
the storytelling effective: 1) geographical overview,
2) information “cards.”
The geographical overview provides a quick snapshot
of where the select programs are located within the
US. Each program has been visualized with spider
diagram for a quick comparison. Through this multivariate
data presentation, the viewer can obtain the scores of
the five final areas: Cost, Convenience, Coverage Area,
Activity, and System Size. The juxtaposition of the
geographically linked multivariate graph is designed
to help viewers rapidly gain knowledge on performance
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Figure
5: This is the topof
portion of the poster, consisting of a juxtaposition of multivariate graphs and the us map.

Bike sharing programs
in Select U.S. Cities
9 SCORING SYSTEM

This poster is one result of a research visit by Luca Nitschke at the Parsons
Institute for Information Mapping (PIIM). The topic of bike sharing grew
out of personal interest of the involved people as well as out of the
actuality of the topic in public media and urban mobility. In comparison
little scientific work has been done on bike sharing and especially a direct
comparison of different systems in the United States is a novelty. New York
City as the location of PIIM and the heavily debated CitiBike bike share
system with recent negative press presented a fruitful background and
opportunity for this project.

With the obtained data we developed a scoring system allowing us a
relational comparison of the different systems. We scored every system
in five categories from one (lowest score) to ten (highest score). The five
categories and their determining factor(s) and/or metric(s) are:

10
Data collection

Characteristic

Determining Factor(s)/Metric(s)

System size

Number of inhabitants per bike

Cost

Annual membership fee per station;
annual membership fee per system mi2

Convenience

Stations per system mi2; bike per station

System Area

System area

Activity

Trips per bike per day

* For a more detailed description of our methodology please visit: http://piim.newschool.edu/bikes

Austin, Tx

7

start date: 12.21.2013

San Francisco Bay Area, CA

SCALE
Stations
43

Bikes
400

Stations
70

Annual Members
1,200
Stations/mi2
5.1

Cost/mi2
$9.41

Low station density

Trips/day
411

Additional info
N/A

start date: 9.20.2010

Stations
300

Trips/bike/day
1.4

Good inhabitants/
bike ratio

System Coverage (mi2)
62.5

COST
Annual Membership Cost
$84.00

Stations/mi2
4.8

New York

Comparably
low usage

7

Our assessment made visible, that CitiBike is the most active system in the
United States (and together with Hubway in Boston and Capital Bikeshare in
Washington D.C. has a comparable activity to European cities). For New York
City this high usage possibly can be explained through its large area of high
population density in Manhattan and Downtown Brooklyn with a big amount
of incoming commuters using CitiBike as a ‘last-mile’ for their commute
instead of a subway or cab ride. Another factor is the population of New York
City, having a big share of high educated, high earning, health conscious and
creative citizens, which are the groups supposed to be the first and most
frequent users of bike share systems. This mix of beneficial population
and physical structure of New York City made this immediate high activity
possible. Looking at recent trip data it is observable, however, that the
number of trips is lower in the second operational year, supposedly as a
consequence of low service quality, which is a characteristic we unfortunately
were not able to analyze due to a lack of available data.
Two weaker points of CitiBike are the area is covers and its size in
terms of bikes per inhabitants, which are also among the public critiques.
CitiBike will double its cover area within the next two years to span most of
Manhattan and more areas in Brooklyn and Queens. An important part of
public discussion is the comparably high annual membership price of now
$149. In our analysis we used relative cost measures, which show that for the
accessible area and number of stations CitiBike is still comparably affordable.
But arriving from a social justice perspective it has to be emphasized, that
this high price is a barrier for low-income New Yorkers to enter and benefit
from the system. Even within the reduced price for tenants in social housing
the requirement of a credit card out rules the participation of many citizens.

2

*All maps are drawn to scale.

Denver B-cycle
start date: 7.30.2013

Columbus, OH

Findings

Denver, cO

SCALE
Bikes
6,000

System Coverage (mi2)
16.5

Stations
30

Annual Members
89,286

COST
Annual Membership Cost
$75.00

Cost/mi2
$9.03

ACTIVITY

start date: 4.22.2010
SCALE

Bikes
300

System Coverage (mi2)
2.0

Stations/mi2
19.7

COST
Annual Membership Cost
$149.00

Cost/mi2
$1.34

ACTIVITY

Trips/day
205

Additional info
N/A

CoGo Bike Share
start date: 5.27.2013
Stations
325

Annual Members
50,000

Trips/bike/day
0.7

Inhabitant/bike
578

Trips/day
1,000

Additional info
Includes Redwood City, CA,
Mountain View, CA and Palo
Alto, CA

SCALE
Bikes
2,500

Cost/mi2
$28.68

ACTIVITY

Comparably high
cost/mi2

New York, NY

SCALE

Stations/mi2
12.2

Annual Membership Cost
$75.00

Cost/mi2
$21.60

Citi Bike

Capital Bikeshare

9

5

High station density

Inhabitant/bike
1,518

Annual Members
1,300

System Coverage (mi2)
2.6

Stations/mi2
17.2

ACTIVITY
Trips/bike/day
1.0

Bikes
300

COST

Annual Membership Cost
$88

ACTIVITY

Washington, DC

Stations
32

Annual Members
5,861

COST

Annual Membership Cost
$80.00

start date: 7.23.2012

Chattanoga, TN
SCALE

Bikes
700

System Coverage (mi2)
4.1

COST

Medium size
and cost

Bike Chattanooga

start date: 8.29.2013

SCALE

System Coverage (mi2)
8.5

Inhabitant/bike
2,214

10

9

Bay Area Bike Share

Austin B-cycle

The data was collected through online research mainly via operator and bike
share systems websites and supplemented by several online grey literature
sources. Additionally we contacted the system operators for data we were
not able to find online or required in greater detail.

10

Annual Members
N/A

Stations
82
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Figure 6: Radar charts of scores for the Citi Bike program (of New York City) and the Capital Bikeshare program (of the
Washington d.c. metropolitan area).
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scores and allow them to compare the scores of
the programs. We expect this overview also attracts
the viewers as we learned strong graphic assets like
maps and charts can easily and immediately drive
viewers’ attention.
We expect those who view the poster to begin
questioning and analyzing the causes and effects of the
scores (see Figure 6). As an example, the Citi Bike
share program scored high on the convenience attribute.
This is because there are many bike stations within the
service area. If one station is empty with bikes, one can
easily walk one or two blocks to find another bike station
to locate an available bicycle—this is convenient for many
bike renters. The same program, however, scored low in
the Area category. Why? New York City consists of five
boroughs: Manhattan, The Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens, and
Staten Island. As of 2015, the service area of the Citi Bike
program only covers the Midtown (south of Central Park)
to lower neighborhoods in Manhattan, and some parts
of Brooklyn (see Figure 7). We expect this program will
score higher once they expand the service area.
Unlike Citi Bike, the Capital Bikeshare program
in Washington D.C. scored high on Area, but low on
Convenience. As shown on (see Figure 8), this program
covers entire Washington, D.C., as well as its neighboring
cities in Virginia and Maryland; the coverage is expansive.6
However, the bike stations are spaced far apart from each
other. Getting from one station to another (or simply
walking home from a station) means that the Capital
Bikeshare scores low on Convenience. Installing additional
bike station will help Capital Bikeshare earn additional
points for the Convenience category. This is exactly how
we want viewers to utilize this poster. We want them to

observe what is happening from the data visualization.
We want them to analyze what is causing the positives
and negatives. Finally, we want them to think deeper
about what can be done to improve the condition.
The geographical view consists of high-level
information and overview, which engages the viewers.
The engaged viewers, of course, will look for in-depth
information on individual programs. This is why
we added cards showing the specifics of each program
such as: the title of the bike-sharing program, location
(city and state), date of establishment, coverage area
map, size (total number of stations, number of bikes,
annual members, coverage, average number of stations
within a square mile), cost (cost for annual membership,
cost per one square mile), activity (inhabitant per bike,
trips per bike per day, total trips per day). In addition,
we added remarks for both positive and negative factors.
For example, we found that Citi Bike had the highest
number of stations per square mile among all select
programs; this is labeled as the positive remark.
On the flip side, the Citi Bike offers the highest annual
membership cost among all select program that we
studied; this fact is highlighted for the viewers to note.

Figure 7: Stations of the Citi Bike system shown on a map.

Figure 8: Stations of the Capital Bikeshare system shown
on a map.
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ST Y LE

We initiated the development of style by identifying
the primary target audiences: twenty-to-thirty year-old
urban citizens with active lifestyles. Figure 9 is one
of moodboards composed of a collection of images tied
to this audience group: magazines, films, fashion, products,
music, etc. We then analyzed the images to identify
consistent visual approaches with the idea that this analysis
would give us hints for our design approach.
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Figure 9: This moodboard was composed of various images connected with our primary target audience, this helped the
team learn about the identified user-group and develop the style for the poster and web interface.
We created a conservative color palette to begin with,
then added a few accent colors. When we selected
these support colors, we aimed for an energetic mood
representing the active lifestyle.
The poster demanded four classes for type selections:
title, subtitles, labels, and text. For the title, subtitles, and
labels we selected the display typeface “Intro”—its inline
version was applied to the title. Selecting Intro as a display
typeface helped to portray the contemporary, urban,
and active mood that we intended. Yet, we applied this
rather conservatively, as we did not want to overwhelm
the viewer with the more “aggressive” aspects of the
typeface as it can appear rather loud and quirky in larger
size settings. The humanist sans-serif typeface Avenir
in various weights was applied to text and some labels
where we needed a highly legible type. Avenir and Intro
tend to work well together visually as there are enough
visual similarities to seamlessly blend these two; yet, they
are adequately distinctive from each other to keep the
resulting design interesting.
We utilized the top half of the poster to place the title
and the US map with star graphs on a single column.
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The details of each program organized by eleven boxes
are placed on a four-column grid. There are smaller grids
inside of each box. Following these grid system helped
us turn complex contents into a comprehensive
information presentation.
CONCLUSION

We are satisfied with our findings based on the initial
research parameters and the ability to generate uniform
comparisons despite variations in data received from
the disparate bike-sharing systems. We consider these
examples alpha-iterations. We are continuing the process,
and collecting feedback, in order to generate a next
iteration with the intent to publish through PIIM’s website.
We will first present the outcomes to limited viewers
in order to obtain feedback toward the refinement
our design work.
Jihoon Kang, the lead of this project, has repeatedly
stated that the ultimate goal of information design is to
empower the viewer. His previous publications and public
presentations bear this out. This project advances this goal
for users and planners of bike-sharing programs. Those
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who consume our presentations will clearly comprehend
significant facts and figures regarding those bike-sharing
programs. They will easily see what they get for each
dollar they spend. They will also see whether or not their
local program outperforms or underperforms relative
to those available in other cities. The visualizations are
designed to be intuitive and rapidly comparative. A key
area is to determine deficiencies in each program in order
to design for improvement.
The methods for data gathering, data research, data
scoring, and design, were the key undertakings on the
project. Many of the ideas can be readily applied to
measure other public transportation types, such as:
buses, subways, light rails, commuters ferries, etc. We are
planning on expanding our methodology to incorporate
a wider swath of public transportation systems because
more presentations such as these generate the knowledge
that empowers people—both users and makers.
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N O TES

Data for US cities was derived through the US
Census data. Some systems include multiple cities, which
are also included in the total inhabitant number (Bay Area
does not include numbers for San Jose (CA)).
1

2 The target number is the official number of bikes in
the system. The number of actually available bikes, tends
to be considerably lower, as bikes are being repaired or
checked or their number is reduced due to weather events.
3 For the systems in Denver, Minneapolis,
San Francisco (Bay Area), Austin, Houston, Columbus,
Chattanooga, Barcelona and Paris the system area
was determined using ArcGIS, station location data
and buffering.

The average number of trips per day was derived
differently for the systems. For most systems it was
derived from the number of annual trips (respectively
trips in twelve months). For New York City it was directly
derived as an average of daily trips during one year. For
San Francisco, Chattanooga, Minneapolis and Columbus
the number is an estimation and for Denver the number
was directly taken out of a yearly issued report by the
system operator Denver B-cycle.
4

5 “Station Map.” New York City Bike Share. Accessed
March 28, 2015. https://member.citibikenyc.com/map/.
6 “Station Map.” Capital Bikeshare. Accessed March
28, 2015. https://secure.capitalbikeshare.com/map/.
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